DARWIN AND FEMINISM: PRELIMINARY CONNECTIONS
Elizabeth Grosz
Darwin's great novelty, perhaps, was that of inaugurating the thought of individual difference. The leitmotiv of The
Origin of Species is: we do not know what individual difference is capable of! We do not know how far it can go,
assuming we add to it natural selection.1
...the cause of the origin of a thing and its eventual utility, its actual employment and place in a system of purposes, lie
worlds apart; whatever exists, having somehow come into being, is again and again reinterpreted to new ends, taken
over, transformed and redirected by some power superior to it; all events in the organic world are a subduing, a
becoming master, and all subduing and becoming master involve fresh interpretation, an adaptation through which all
previous 'meaning' and 'purpose' are necessarily obscured or even obliterated.2

Darwin and Contemporary Feminism
There has traditionally been a strong resistance on the part of feminists to any recourse to the question of
nature. Within feminist literature and politics, nature has been regarded primarily as a kind of obstacle against
which we need to struggle, as that which remains inert, given, unchangeable, resistant to historical, social and
cultural transformations. The suspicion with which biological accounts of human and social life are treated by
feminists, especially feminists not trained in the biological sciences, is to some extent understandable. 'Biology'
designates not only the study of life but has also come to refer to the body, organic processes or activities that
are the objects of that study. Feminists may have had good reasons to object to the ways in which the study, the
representations and techniques used to understand bodies and their processes and activities have been
undertaken. There is clearly much that is problematic about many of the assumptions, methods and criteria used
in some cases of biological analysis, at the least, which have been actively used by those with various
paternalistic, patriarchal, racist and class commitments at stake to justify or rationalize their various positions.
But it also seems clear that there is a certain absurdity in objecting to the notion of nature or biology itself, if this
is (even in part) what and where we are. If we are our biologies, a claim which can be read as tautologous, then
we need a complex and subtle account of that biology if it is to be able to more adequately explain the rich
variability of social and political life. It needs to be an open question: how does biology, the bodily existence of
individuals (whether human or non-human) provide the conditions for culture and for history, those terms with
which it is traditionally opposed? What are the raw materials, or perhaps better expressed, what are the
virtualities, the potentialities within biological existence that enable cultural, social and historical forces to work
with and actively transform that existence? How does biology — the structure and organization of living systems
— facilitate and make possible cultural existence and social change?
It seems remarkable that feminists have been so reluctant to explore the theoretical structure and details of
one of the most influential and profound theoretical figures of the modern era, Charles Darwin. A vast and
prodigious industry of interpretation, analysis, and 'rereading' has surrounded the work of a growing series of
influential (male) theorists who have audaciously transformed the calibre and nature of know-ledge. Karl Marx
and Sigmund Freud have, between them, secured a hallowed place in feminist theory and practice. They have
become the objects of elaborate and detailed investigation, which either has
criticized their positions for their participation in the erasure of women, or has adopted their frameworks as a
viable, even if sometimes uncomfortable, explanatory or methodological systems by which to raise and answer
feminist questions. For the last two decades or more, there has been an increasingly widening circle of male,
even misogynist, texts that have enthralled and preoccupied the work of many feminist theorists: Hegel,
Nietzsche, Spinoza, Heidegger, Derrida, Lacan, and Deleuze are just some of the more recent and
philosophically oriented additions to this expanding pantheon of theoretical resources. This makes the virtual
ignorance and neglect of Darwin's work even more stark and noticeable. It is not clear why Darwin — whose
enduring impact on knowledge and politics is at least as strong as that of Marx or Freud — has been left out of
feminist readings. This may prove to be the result of feminists' profound distrust of the concepts of nature and
biology that are so central to his oeuvre. But with the knee-jerk rejection of concepts in any way connected to the
natural and the biological, feminists may lose the profound and unsettling implications of Darwin's understanding
of time and evolution, an understanding that may itself serve as a corrective to the wholesale abandonment of
categories of biology and nature in much of feminist thought.
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Some feminist theorists, it is true, have made provisional approaches to a theoretical analysis of his scientific
contributions. An open and positive one has been by Janet Sayers in her 1982 book, Biological Politics.
Feminist and Anti-Feminist Perspectives.3 She has devoted some effort to carefully distinguishing Darwin's
theory from the more pointedly politicized and self-serving readings of the social Darwinists and their
contemporary counterparts, the more naive branches of sociobiology. Darwin's theory of evolution, she
suggests, implies "that the species characters are not fixed but change as the effect of chance variation and of
selection of those variations that prove relatively well adapted to prevailing environmental conditions."Janet
Sayers sees in this theory a feminism which signals an open-ended becoming, a mode of potentially infinite
transformation, which may prove helpful in feminist struggles to transform existing social relations and their
concomitant value systems. Sadly, she leaves this largely unanalysed.4
While Sayer's approach seems, if rather underdeveloped, the most 'philosophical' of the approaches to
Darwinism, others feminists, especially those working within the many fields constituting evolutionary biology,
have actively welcomed a Darwinian mode of explanation, but have reduced Darwinism to a form of
determinism, to a partial explanation, to be placed alongside of or in parallel with social and cultural accounts.
This seems to be the most pervasive feminist position within Darwinism. Patricia Adair Gowaty, editor of the only
anthology specifically directed to exploring the relations between Darwinism and feminism, may serve here as a
representative of this trend. She claims that Darwinism is a parallel discourse to feminist social and political
analyses. It neither inflects nor transforms these social accounts, but functions in a different, parallel conceptual
space. In attributing it a neutral, non-infecting position vis-à-vis political, psychological and cultural theory, she
has effectively secured Darwinism against its own most radical insights (a fundamental and blinding
indetermination seems one of the most exciting elements of Darwin's contributions to both science and politics).
Feminism is insulated against theoretical impact on or being transformed by Darwinism:
There are multiple foci of analysis in the modern biological study of behavior (including social behavior and social
organization of both human and nonhuman animals). We ask questions about neuronal causation (How do sensory
signals contribute to 'cause' behavior?), about hormonal causation (How do hormonal signals 'cause' behavior?). How
do cognitive processes 'cause' behavior? How do genes cause behavior? How do emotions or feelings cause
behavior? None of these levels of foci of analysis are alternative to one another, meaning that each of these levels of
causation or foci of analysis might (probably) simultaneously work to 'cause' the expression of this or that behavior
(including sexist behavior of all kinds).5

Clearly uneasy at the notion of causation in these accounts (this explains her use of quote marks in all cases
where the word 'cause' is used — except in the case of 'emotions or feelings' (i.e. precisely that situation where
cause seems incoherent: emotions or feelings do not cause us to act; on the contrary, they are reasons why we
act)), Gowaty reduces both Darwinism and feminism to positions on two sides of a mutual divide. They occupy
different levels or foci, each provide 'proximate explanation' of their own fields of endeavour, which do not come
into direct contact. Given her status as representative of a number of positions within feminist biology, and her
position as a pioneer in feminist evolutionary theory, Gowaty's use of Darwin re-mains contained within both a
reduced view of feminism (feminism as the struggle for social parity) and a reduced view of science (science as
the search for causal relations), and a pessimistic analysis of the impossibility of their interaction.
Other feminists seem less sympathetic and less prepared to consider the overall framework of Darwinism in
their assessment of his particular claims. Sue V Rosser outlines the way other feminists have regarded Darwin's
apparently androcentrism and appears to largely endorse such a reading of Darwin:
In contrast to accepting his theory of natural selection, many feminist scientists have critiqued Darwin's theory of
sexual selection for its androcentric bias. The theory of sexual selection reflected and reinforced Victorian social
norms regarding the sexes...Expanding considerably on the theory first presented in the Origin, Darwin specified, in
the Descent of Man, how the process functions and what roles males and females have in it...According to the theory,
the males who triumph over their rivals will win the more desirable females and will have the most progeny, thereby
perpetuating and increasing, over numerous generations those qualities that afforded them victory.6

These claims are strikingly similar to those that surrounded Freudian psychoanalysis in the estimation of
feminists openly hostile to its possible theoretical contributions some two decades or more ago — what Freud
(Darwin) says about women is sexist and biased. The theory already pre-privileges the masculine and positions
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the feminine as its subordinated and complementary counterpart. While this is undoubtedly true, more or less, of
any discourse written before the development of feminism as a theoretical and political movement, it evades the
more interesting question: in spite of the apparent investments in male privilege and without necessarily
minimizing these The theory already pre-privileges the masculine and positions the feminine as its subordinated
and complementary counterpart. Do these discourses provide theoretical models, methods, questions,
framework or insights that be of some use in understanding and transforming the prevailing structures of
(patriarchal) power and in refining and complexifying feminist analyses of and responses to these prevailing
structures? Psychoanalytically oriented feminists have demonstrated, even while recognizing many of the limits
of Freud's work, that it provides an account of the unconscious, and of the acquisition of sexual identity that have
proved crucial, if not indispensable, to the ways feminist theorists have come to understand subjectivity and
desire. It seems appropriate to suggest that Darwin may himself prove to be as rich, complex, ambivalent, and
rewarding a figure for feminists to investigate as Freud has proved to be. And in doing so, it may provide
feminism with richer and more workable concepts of nature, time, and transformation than those available to it
from the discourses of cultural and political theory, history or philosophy.
Darwin's work offers a subtle and complex critique of both essentialism and teleology. It provides a dynamic
and open-ended understanding of the intermingling of history and biology (indeed it is Darwin's work that most
actively affirms the irreversibility of time within the natural sciences), and a complex account of the movements
of bifurcation, divergence and becoming that characterize all forms of life. His work develops an anti-humanist,
'algorithmic'; that is, funda-mentally mindless, analysis of biological dynamics which refuses to assume that the
temporal movement forward can be equated with development or progress. Perhaps more significantly, his work
affords us understanding of the productivity, the generative surprise, that the play of repetition and pure
difference — the ongoing movement of biological differences and their heritable reproduction through slight
variation, which he affirms as 'individual variation' — affects the becoming of species. He is perhaps the most
original thinker of the link between difference and becoming, between matter and futurity, between matter and its
elaboration as life. Moreover, his work pays specific attention to the question of sexual difference, to which he
grants a prominence as either an autonomous or secondary feedback loop within the operations of natural
selection. The status and function of sexual selection, and the intense variability, or difference he sees both
within each sex and between the sexes, as well as within and between species and generally occupies a central
if ambiguous position in his work.
These seem to provide at least prima facie reasons why it may prove fruitful for feminists to cast their critical
gaze at Darwin, not simply with the a priori aim of dismissing his work, as has been the case in many feminist
responses to any kind of biological analysis, or of simply accepting it and developing scientific research projects
and paradigms that function to illustrate or refine its principles, as seems to have occurred with the largely
revisionist ambitions of feminist approaches to evolutionary biology. But more with the desire to see what may be
of value for providing feminist theory with richer and more subtle intellectual resources to both attain its aims and
to refine its goals. The rest of this paper will be devoted to an exploratory discussion of some of the feminist
implications of Darwin's account of evolution.
Darwinian Evolution
Although the most essential elements of Darwin's understanding of evolution are relatively simple and
straightforward, there is a great deal of dispute and contention regarding the ways in which scientists and nonscientists have interpreted its most basic precepts. The Origin of Species has two aims or goals: first, to
demonstrate that contemporary species and forms of life are descended from earlier forms which have
themselves evolved from even earlier forms: if there is an 'origin' of species (a question, ironically, that Darwin
doesn't directly discuss in spite of the title of his major work), it is in earlier species, and their transformations.
Secondly, he aims to demonstrate how such an evolution, a 'descent with modification', is possible, and what
processes and mechanisms enable both modification and descent to produce viable new species from the
mutability and transformability of existing species.7 In this sense, Darwin offers an account of the genesis of the
new from the play of repetition and difference within and of the old or the given; the generation, in effect, of time
and history from the impetus and mobility, the virtuality, of existing species.
Darwin claims that three basic and closely linked principles, taken together, explain the contrary forces at play
in the evolution of species — individual variation, the proliferation of species and individuals, and natural
selection. The evolution of life is possible only through the irreversible temporality of genealogy, which requires
an abundance of variation, mechanisms of indefinite, serial or recursive replication/ reproduction, and criteria for
the selection of differential fitness. When put into dynamic interaction, these three processes provide an
explanation of the dynamism, growth and transformability of living systems, indeed the impossibility of stasis and
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mere reproduction, but the impulse towards a future that is unknown in and uncontained by the present and its
history. I will briefly outline each of these three principles.
First, there is the postulate of a vast but often minute series of individual variations which may eventually lead
to species differences, that is, the postulate of diversity. This is the proliferation of in-dividuating characteristics
and features that may prove more or less significant in the successful adaptation of individuals or species to their
environments. While a large number, the majority, of variations are either irrelevant to or positive harmful for the
ongoing existence of species, there are random variations which do or will prove a positive improvement relative
to the environment, whether fixed or changing.
No one supposes that all the individuals of the same species are cast in the very same mould. These individual
differences are highly important for us as they afford materials for natural selection to accumulate, in the same manner
as man can accumulate in any given direction individual differences in his domesticated production.8

Second, there is an invariable tendency to superabundance, ex-cessiveness, in the rates of reproduction and
proliferation of both species and of the individuals constituting species. Species, even if they merely reproduce
their own numbers, will eventually encounter scarcity and thus a hostile environment. This superabundance can
be understood more negatively as the struggle for existence, in which this superabundance drives species and
individuals to compete with each other for increasingly limited resources:
...[A]s more individuals are produced than can possibly survive, there must in every case be a struggle for existence,
either one individual with another of the same species, or with the individuals of distinct species, or with the physical
conditions of life...There is no exception to the rule that every organic being naturally increases at so high a rate that if
not destroyed, the earth would soon be covered by the progeny of a single pair.9

This teaming proliferation of individuals and species suggests that the greater the proliferation of diversity, the
more natural selection is able to take effect. If species reproduced only themselves or in ever-diminishing
numbers, natural selection would be unable to weed out the less fit and provide space for the selection and
profusion of the more fit:
A high degree of variability is obviously favourable, as freely giving the materials for selection to work on; not that
mere individual differences are not amply sufficient, with extreme care, to allow of the accumulation of a large amount
of modification...When the individuals of any species are scanty, all the individuals, whatever their quality may be, will
generally be allowed to breed, and this will effectively prevent selection.10

This proliferation of numbers and the production of greater and greater variability remain restrained by a
number of factors. While variation and proliferation are the very motors of the production of evolutionary change,
there are nevertheless a series of limits on the degree of variability. The range and scope of diversity and
variability cannot be determined in advance, but it is significant that there are inherent, if unknown, limits to
tolerable, that is to say, sustainable variation: 'monstrosities', teratological variations, may be regularly produced,
but only those which both remain viable and reproductively successful, and only those which attain some
evolutionary advantage, either directly or indirectly, help induce this proliferation.
Taken together, the two principles of individual variation and the heritability of variation imply that, if there is a
struggle for existence in circumstances where resources may be harsh or scarce, then any variation, however
small and apparently insignificant, may provide an individual with advantages which may differentiate and
privilege it relative to other individuals. Even minute variations may provide major advantages, especially in
unexpected circumstances. Moreover, if individual variations are inherited, whatever small advantages were
bestowed on an individual will be amplified over time, creating exponentially increasing trends. It is in this
capacity for individual variation that Darwin locates the origin of species and genera. Once individual variations
are selected and become a force in heritable characteristics, and if there is some separation, geographical or
ecological, between such individually differentiated groups, the conditions under which a new species, or
several, emerge from common ancestors becomes clear:
New species are formed by new varieties arising, which have some advantage over older forms; and those forms,
which are already dominant, or have some advantage over the other forms in their own country, would naturally
oftenest give rise to new varieties or incipient species; for these latter must be victorious in a still higher degree in
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order to be preserved and to survive.11

Third, and as a counterbalancing force to these ongoing interactions between individual variation, the struggle
for existence and the inheritance of variation, is the postulate of natural selection. Natural selection functions,
either by way of the proliferation of competing life forms, or in the form of a hostile, or conducive, environment, to
select from the proliferation of life forms those which survive and provide reproductive continuity with succeeding
generations. As its name suggests, natural selection is the process, or rather processes (for it includes both
artificial and sexual selection, see below) which provides selection criteria which serve to give significance and
value to individual variations:
If...variations useful to any organic being do occur, assuredly individuals thus characterized will have the best chance
of being preserved in the struggle for life; and from the strong principle of inheritance they will tend to produce
offspring similarly characterized. This principle of preservation, I have called, for the sake of brevity, Natural Selection;
and it leads to the improvement of each creature in relation to its organic and inorganic conditions.12

Darwin describes natural selection as 'principle of preservation', but this preservation is quite ambiguous and
multi-layered. It preserves only those variations which can viably function within its parameters or conditions, and
which show some marked or significant advantage over their competitors. The principle of preservation is the
preservation of the fittest, of the most appropriate existences in given and changing circumstances. Through its
selective capacities, natural selection provides both a negative mechanism, which functions to eliminate much of
the proliferation generated by the hyperabundance of individual variation, indirectly sorting or sifting through the
variations between individuals and species; and also a more positive productivity, when it functions as the
source of a pressure on those individuals and species which survive to even greater proliferation and
divergence:
[Natural Selection] entails extinction; and how largely extinction has acted in the world's history, geology plainly
declares. Natural selection, also, leads to divergence of character: for more living beings can be supported on the
same area the more they diverge in structure, habits, and constitution, of which we see proof by looking to the
inhabitants of any small spot or to naturalized production.13

Natural selection is rendered more intricate and complicated through the input of two of its particular
variations, variations which elaborate and deepen its fundamental role, but which also add an extra spiral or
input into the more general structures of selection that Darwin outlines as 'natural.' He devotes considerable
detail to outlining the ways in which artificial selection, the selective breeding of life forms through the human
introduction of selection criteria, may provide a model for understanding the more general, overarching but less
visible relations of natural selection. Rather than being construed as polar opposites, as cultural and natural
binaries, natural and artificial selection are regarded are two versions of the same thing, the artificial functioning
according to the same principles of natural selection, but varying the criteria for selection according to the
aesthetic, material or experimental in-vestments of human breeders. This thereby renders the movements of
selection more obvious.
Sexual selection functions, not in opposition to or as a separate stream from natural selection, but is one of the
offshoots of natural selection, and one of its more specific techniques for ensuring the detailed elaboration and
functioning of the criteria of survival and reproductive success. While space limitations prevent a more
elaborated discussion of the details and intricacies of sexual selection, it is significant that the vast bulk of
feminist literature on Darwinism is devoted to a discussion, usually a critique, of Darwin's account of sexual
selection. Yet sexual selection is clearly both a sub-branch of natural selection (those beings which reproduce
sexually have an evolutionary advantage over their hermaphroditic counterparts), and an additional inflection, an
intricate feedback loop, further complexifying natural selection processes, adding other criteria (primarily,
attractiveness to the opposite sex), to its operations. Sexual selection adds more aesthetic, and immediately or
directly individually motivating factors to the functioning of natural selection, and deviates natural selection
through the expression of the will, or desire, or pleasure, of individuals. Sexual selection, while conforming in the
long run to the principles of natural selection, nonetheless may exert a contrary force to it’s the pure principle of
successful survival.
Darwin notes that many features of animal appearance and adornment (he talks in particular of the formation
of ocelli or eye-like spots on the plumage of birds), even those which may in some way render the being less
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able to survive, more noticeable to predators, less able to protect themselves etc. than their dowdier yet fitter
counterparts. In the case of the spectacular plumage of the peacock relative to the plainness of the peahen,
Darwin's explanation is that even if its plumage and adornment make the peacock more vulnerable to attack, the
more magnificent its colouring, the more bright and striking its tail-feathers, are the more the attractiveness of the
peacock to the peahen is enhanced. While it is or may be disadvantaged in the stakes of natural survival, it is
positively advantaged in the stakes of sexual selection. It is thus capable of as profound a contribution to
inheritance and variation as its fitter, more adapted but plainer competitors.
Sexual Selection and Race
It is significant that Darwin wants to link the question of sexual selection to the descent of the different races of
man. Sexual selection —taste, individual choice — may have dictated that what were once slight variations in
individual racial characteristics — colour, features, proclivities — would, if linked to sexual selection, provide
criteria by which males and females choose each other as sexual and reproductive partners. Racial differences
cannot be attributed directly or solely to the selective pressures imposed by environments:
If...we look to the races of man, as distributed over the world, we must infer that their characteristic differences cannot
be accounted for by the direct action of different conditions of life, even after exposure to them for an enormous period
of time.14

Rather than claim racial differences as the simple result of the selective capacities of extremes of environment,
Darwin suggests that it may be precisely the sexual appeal or attractiveness of individual racial variations,
however slight they may have been to begin with, that explains the historical variability and the genealogical
emergence of racial differences. Racial differences may have been those difference, originally only individual
differences, that have been actively selected by individuals, and perhaps amplified through geographical
dispersion and the subsequent geographical and/or cultural isolation of our racially less differentiated primordial
ancestors:
We have thus far been baffled in all our attempts to account for the differences between the races of man; but there
remains one important agency, namely Sexual Selection, which appears to have acted as powerfully on man, as on
any other animal. I do not intend to assert that sexual selection will account for all the differences between races. An
unexplained residuum is left.... It can be shown that the differences between the races of man, as in colour, hairiness,
form of features etc. are of the nature which it might have been expected would have been acted on by sexual
selection.15

Sexual selection inflects, and is possibly productive racial differences in the more stark and clear-cut forms
racial difference has today, even if it is not the only contributing factor. What were once small, possibly
biologically insignificant but sexually significant, characteristics, exert a force in the functioning of sexual
attraction, and it is this sexual appeal that gives these otherwise insignificant characteristics a key role to play in
inheritance and long-term survival. Sexual selection provides a powerful force on the operations of natural
selection; while it may sometimes work in concordance with natural selection, at other times, it deviates natural
selection through the detour of individual sexual preference.
Natural selection is the active, selective and ever-transforming milieu of evolutionary change. It consists in
both what we today understand as the ecological framework for any existent, which is comprised largely, but not
entirely, of the other living beings in their various interactions with each other. It is also consists in the
geographical, climatological and highly specific material context for each existent. These conditions enable
natural selection to provide ever-changing criteria by which both fitness and survival are measured. Natural
selection is not simply a passive background or context in which individual variation unfolds, a mere landscape
that highlights and positions the living being; rather it is a dynamic force which sets goals, provides resources,
and incentives for the ever-inventive functioning of species in their self-proliferation.
Between them, these three principles on the one hand provide an explanation of a series of processes and
interactions that are fun-damentally mindless and automatic, but on the other hand, are also entirely
unpredictable and inexplicable in causal terms. Dennett has described this as Darwin's 'dangerous idea': that the
'excellence of design', the apparently perfect adaptation of species to the specificities of their environment and
for long-term survival is the result of both serendipity or chance, and the fundamentally blind and mindless
system of selection that relentlessly weeds out and diminishes the effects and operations of the less adapted
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and thus provides evolutionary advantages to the more and better adapted. As long as the time scale of
evolutionary unfolding is long enough, the mindless automatism of natural selection, and the spontaneous
production and inheritance of variation have time enough to ensure that experiments in living, as they might be
called, living in a variety of environments under a variety of conditions, produces maximal results from given
resources, and those results then feed into those resources to actively transform them, which in turn transforms
the stakes involved in selection.
Darwin has outlined a marvelous machine of production of the new, which constrains the new only through
the history that made it possible, and the present which it actively transforms, but leaves its directions,
parameters and destinations unknown and unknowable. Where variation tends to occur through small, slow
accretion, that is, where variation and inheritance function in large-scale or cosmological time, natural selection
may, at times function through catastrophic leaps, major climatological or population changes, sudden and
unpredictable upheavals. Its temporality is more, but not only, short-time, intensified. It is in part the clash
between the slow relentlessness of genetic variability and change, and the cataclysmic time of natural selection that is between two durational forms, two different rhythms of becoming, that the new is generated.
Contingency and chance are central to the operations of this open temporality, for the 'logic' or 'economy' of
evolution is fundamentally non-predictive and thus inherently historical. Chance is that which signals the
openness of the future, its relative connection to but freedom from the past, the possibilities of paths of
development, temporal trajectories uncontained by the present. In this context, chance cannot be regarded as
indetermination, as the absence of a cause (as it is represented in classical philosophy); rather, it is the excess,
a superfluity, of causes, the profusion of causes which no longer produce singular or even complex effects but
generates events, which have a temporal continuity quite separate from that of their 'causes.'
If Darwin locates chance at the locus of natural selection, as that which indicates an organism's openness, its
potential mortal susceptibility to changing environments, environments hitherto unseen or not yet in existence
("fitness" designating not superiority in a given milieu or environment but rather the adaptability of the organism,
in its given state, to changing environments — a notion of fitness more in keeping with Darwin's own writings
than any corporatized reading of evolutionary theory will allow), then from this time on, the random, the
accidental, that which befalls an individual entity, becomes an essential ingredient in the history and
development of that entity. Chance erupts at both the level of random variation and at the level of natural
selection, and perhaps, more interestingly, in the gap or lag that exists in their interaction. At the level of
individual variation, chance emerges in the processes, unknown to Darwin at the time and quite feasibly
unknowable in principle, of genetic reproduction and recombination, which produces multiplicitous, usually
minute, and usually insignificant variations in organisms. What dictates these variations is both un-known, and in
some sense irrelevant, at least as far as the natural selection is concerned, for natural selection works only on
the viable and inherited results of such randomness. At the level of natural selection, Darwin suggests that
changes in the environment, and in the various pressures facing organisms within that environment are also
unpredictable. But more significant than the randomness of either individual variation or the randomness of
natural (or artificial) selection is the randomness of individual variation relative to natural selection. Furthermore,
the randomness of individual variation, while in no sense causally connected to the randomness of natural
selection, may actively transform the criteria by which natural selection functions. In other words, evolution is a
fundamentally open-ended system which pushes towards a future with no real direction, no promise of any
particular result, no guarantee of progress or improvement, but with every indication of inherent proliferation and
transformation.
Darwin and Culture
It is not clear that Darwin wanted to differentiate between natural and cultural systems in his understanding of
the differential selection of surviving variation. He frequently analogizes the emergence and de-velopment of
species and of languages. Both reveal the same lack of origin, the same temporally and historically structured
impetus for proliferation, or extinction, and the same openness to and simultaneous restriction of innovation.
Both require the relatively arbitrary division of variations into new categories (linguistic or biological), with only
degrees of variation (rather than a qualitative variation) differentiating one group (a language, a species) from
another. The theoretical unit of investigation — a species, a distinct language, are only given their distinctness
through the imposition of borders and boundaries that are not constitutive of the groups thus bounded. The
history of languages, he suggests, has striking parallels with the natural, that is, historical descent of species.
Evolution functions through reproduction, variation and natural selection: as such, it should also, in principle be
able to seek out these processes in cultural phenomena such a language, and this is precisely Darwin's claim:
The formation of different languages and of distinct species, and the proofs that both have been developed through a
gradual process, are curiously the same...We find in distinct languages striking homologies due to community of

descent, and analogies due to a similar process of formation...Languages, like organic beings, can be classed in
groups under groups; and they can be classed either naturally according to descent, or artificially by other characters.
Dominant languages and dialects spread widely to lead to the gradual extinction of other tongues. A language, like a
species, when once extinct, never...reappears. The same language never has two birth-places. Distinct languages
may be crossed or blended together. We see variability in every tongue, and new words are continually cropping up;
but as there is a limit to the powers of the memory, single words, like whole languages, gradually become extinct...The
survival or preservation of certain favoured words in the struggle for existence is natural selection.16

The 'origin' and history of languages functions according to the same logic of temporal dispersion and natural
selection as the origin and history of species: in a sense, the matter through which such a logic operates,
whether it is the matter of biology or of spoken and written languages, is of less significance than the principles
which govern it. And these principles are fundamentally bound up with the effectivity or use of that matter, and
the weeding out effects that this effectivity generates in its confrontation with an environment. It is thus not
entirely surprising, though it seems to have evaded the reflections of some scientists working in the area, that
Darwin has posited the same processes of production in natural as well as in avowedly cultural activities. His
refusal to restrict the forces of evolution to biological or natural activities, while deeply resented and questioned
by some feminists, may prove to be part of the strength of his understanding, and its value for feminist theory.
The force of his argument resides in the fact, as Dennett makes clear, that evolution, if it functions as an
explanatory model at all, functions all the way up, from the lowliest species to the most elevated of cultural and
intellectual activities. The systematic cohesion of modes of reproduction (forms of repetition) with their resulting
mutations which are imperfect or innovative copies (forms of difference) and modes of 'natural' selection
(systems of dif-ferentiation) produces a system that is co-extensive with all of life, life in its detail, life in its
political and cultural as well as its natural forms.
The question remains: what can feminists learn from Darwin? Of what use can Darwin's work be for feminist
intellectual and political struggles? If Darwin's work provides a fundamental, indeed, canonical model for the
biological sciences, is Darwin worth even considering for those feminists who do not work in the area of biology?
These are difficult questions which cannot be readily answered in the space of a short paper. They require not
only an openness to texts and positions that many feminists have, sometimes dogmatically, asserted are hostile
to feminist interests (the discourses of nature and biology), they also require a different understanding of
feminism itself. No longer is feminism the political guardian of what is good for women, for what feminist politics
is, how it functions, what its aims, goals and methods are and how they should be assessed. These are as open
to questioning and contestation as any other position or politics, for these questions that can't be taken for
granted or settled. It is only if feminist theory is itself put at risk in what we might understand as its own
'evolutionary' modes of self-overcoming, where it is confronted with its own limits, where it is placed in new
situations and contexts, that its own explanatory power, its power to enhance both understanding and action, is
tested against others, and, ideally, transformed and expanded. A more open feminist inquiry in the value and
relevance of any discourse, not just Darwin's, involves not just feminist critique, not simply inspection for errors
and points of contention, but more passively and thus dangerously, a preparedness to provisionally accept the
framework and guiding principles of that discourse or position in order to access, understand and possibly
transform it.
Tentative Conclusions
I can only suggest here in broad outline some of the possible ramifications of Darwin's understanding of
evolution may have for the re-evaluation (transvaluation?) of feminist discourses and methods.
1. Darwin's model of evolutionary unfolding provides a striking response to various theories of oppression.
Oppression is the result of operations of systems of harm and injustice which privilege the bodies and activities
of some at the expense of others. But what Darwin's work makes clear is that what has occurred to an individual
in the operations of a milieu or environment (it matters little here if it is natural or cultural) is the force or impetus
that propels that individual to processes, not of remediation (remediation literally involves undoing what cannot
be undone) but of self-transformation. The struggle for existence is precisely that which induces the production
of ever more viable and successful strategies, strategies whose success can only be measured by the degree to
which they induce transformation in the criteria by which natural selection functions. This means that feminism
itself must undergo continuous revision and revitalization, a thorough self-transformation of its basic
presumptions, methods and values. This is true of the survival of species as much as it is of the survival of
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political strategies and positions, historical events and memories. It is only insofar as past wrongs, 'injuries', are
the spur to forms of self-overcoming that feminist, or anti-racist struggles are possible and have any hope of any
effectively. Darwin makes it clear that self-overcoming is incessantly, if slowly, at work in the life of species.
Politics is an attempt to mobilize these possibilities of self-overcoming in individuals and groups. The logic by
which this self-overcoming occurs is the same for natural as for social forces.
2. This logic of self-overcoming, which is the motor of Darwinian evolution, must be recognized not only as a
distribution of (geographical and geology) spacing, but above all as a form of temporization, in which the pull of
the future exerts a primary force. Beings are impelled forward to a future that is unknowable, and relatively
uncontained by the past. It is only retrospection that can determine what direction the paths of development, of
evolution or transformation, has taken and it is only an indefinitely deferred future that can indicate whether the
past or the present provide negative or positive legacy for those that come. This means that history and its
cognate practices (geology, archaeology, anthropology, psychoanalysis, medical diagnosis etc. etc.) are
required for understanding the current, always partial and residual situation as an emergence from a train of
temporal events already given, which set the terms for but in no way control or direct a future fanning out or
proliferation follows directions latent or virtual but not necessarily actualized in the present. But history, the
partial and ambiguous record of the past, is not adequate to indicate particular trends, directions and variations
in the future.
3. One of the more significant questions facing contemporary feminist theory, and indeed all political discourses,
is precisely what generates change, how change is facilitated, what ingredients, processes and forces are at
work in generating the conditions for change, and how change functions in relation to the past and the present.
Darwin presents here, in quite developed if not entirely explicit form, the germs for an account of the place of
futurity, the direction forward as the opening up, diversification or bifurcation of the latencies of the present,
which provide a kind of ballast for the induction of a future different from but not detached from the past and
present. The future emerges from the interplay of a repetition of cultural/ biological factors, and the emergence of
new conditions of survival: it must be connected, genealogically related to what currently exists, but is capable of
any possible variation or development of current existence. The new is the generation of a productive
monstrosity.
4. Darwin provides feminist theory with a way of reconceptualising the relations between the natural and the
social, between the biological and the cultural, outside the dichotomous structure in which these terms are
currently enmeshed. Culture cannot be seen as the overcoming of nature, as its ground or necessary mode of
mediation. According to Darwinian precepts, culture is not different in kind from nature. Culture is not the
completion of an inherently incomplete nature (this is to attribute to Man, to the human and to culture the position
of destination of evolution, its telos or fruition, when what Darwin makes clear is that evolution is not directed
towards any particular goal and has no destination) Culture cannot be viewed as the completion of nature, its
culmination or end, but can be seen as the ramifying product and effect of a nature that is ever-prodigious in its
techniques of production and selection, and whose scope is capable of infinite and unexpected expansion.
Language, culture, intelligence, reason, imagination, memory — terms commonly singled out in various discourses as a or the defining characteristic of the human and the cultural — are all equally effects of the same
rigorous criteria of natural selection: unless and until they provide some kind of advantage to survival, some kind
of strategic value to those with access to it, there is no reason why they should be uniquely human attributes, or
unquestionably valuable attributes. Darwin affirms a fundamental continuity between the natural and the social,
and the complicity, not just of the natural with the requirements of the social, but also of the social with the
selective procedures governing the order and organization of the natural.
5. Darwin's work may add some welcome layers of complexity to understanding the interlocking and
entwinement of relations of sexual and racial difference. His work makes clear how sexual selection, that is to
say, relations of sexual difference, may have played a formative role in the establishment of racial differences in
the terms in which we know them know today, and moreover, how racial variations have fed into and acted to
transform the ways in which sexual difference, subjected to the laws of heredity, is manifested. Darwin provides
an ironic and indirect confirmation of the Irigarayan postulation of the irreducibility of sexual difference, and its
capacity to play itself out in all races and across all modes of racial difference. Darwin's work, indirectly
demonstrates the way that racial and other bodily differences are bound up and complicated by sexual difference
and the various, transforming criteria of sexual selection.
6. Darwin's work, with the centrality it attributes to random variation, to chance transformations and to the
unpredictable, has provided and will continue to provide something of a bridge between the emphasis on

determinism that is so powerful in classical science and the place of indetermination that has been so central to
the contemporary form of the humanities. Evolution is neither free and unconstrained, nor determined and
predictable in advance. It is neither commensurate with the temporality of physics and the mathematical
sciences, nor is it unlimited in potential and completely free in direction. Rather, it implies a notion of
overdetermination, indetermination, and an systemic openness that precludes precise determination.
7. Darwin had provided a model of history that resorts neither to the telos or a priorism of the dialectic, nor to
simple empiricism which sees history only as the accumulation of variously connected or unconnected events.
History is both fundamentally open but also regulated within quite strict parameters. There are historical
constraints on what becomes a possible path of biological/ cultural effectivity: it is only that which has happened,
those beings in existence, now or once, that provide the germs or virtualities whose divergence produces the
present and future. That which has happened, the paths of existence actualized, preempt the virtualities that
other existences may have brought with them, they set different paths and trajectories than those that might
have been. History is a broader phase space than that which can be occupied by living beings. And the history
or genealogy of living beings transforms and magnifies this phase space, the space of virtualities or latencies, as
they transform themselves. While history remains open-ended, the past provides a propulsion in directions,
unpredictable in advance, which, in retrospect have emerged from the unactualized possibilities that it yields.
While I am not suggesting that feminists now need to become adherents and followers of Darwin, as in the
past it was imperative to embrace the discourses of Marx, or Freud or Lacan, I am claiming that there is much of
significance in Darwin's writings that may be of value for developing a more politicized, radical, and far-reaching
feminist understanding of matter, nature, biology, time and becoming, among other things. His work is not
'feminist' in any sense, but as a profound and complex account of the organic becoming of matter, of the
strategies of survival and multiplications of these becomings in the face of the obstacles or problems of
existence that life poses for them, it is or should be of some direct interest and value for feminists.

